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On a Certain Difference Scheme for Some
Semilinear Diffusion System
By Masayasu MIMURA, Yoshinori KAMETAKA,
and Masaya YAMAGUTI
(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M. J. A., April 12, 1971)

Recently many mathematical models have been formulated by
many physical mathematicians and mathematical physicists. Most of
them are derived rom the systems in physics, chemistry, medicine
and ecology, or example, super conductivity system by T. Tsuneto
and E. Abrahams [1], animal nerve axon system by A. L. Hodgkin
and A. F. Huxley [2] and population dynamics system by Volterra and
Kerner [3], etc. All of them are expressed by the ollowing semilinear
diffusion system"

DtU=AzlU+F(U),

(1)
where U=t(u, u.,

..., u2v), F(U)=t(f(u, u, ..., u), f(u, u, ..., u),
.., f(u, u,..., u)), and A is a N-th order constant diagonal matrix
with its non-negative element a for i- 1, 2, ., N.
Here we deal with the system (1) as an initial value problem in
H (x e R, 0 t < + } with the initial data
U(0, x)= #(x),
(2)
where =(,2,...,). Our concern is to formulate the stable
difference scheme to resolve the problem (1) and (2).
First, we give the essential hypothesis to (1),
Hypothesis. (i) As for the matrix A,

aqm +

.,

qm+

aqm+

m

+

where re=O, 1, 2,
M-- 1, qo=O and q N.
(ii) For some constant vectors

O, d_,+, d_+,
d, 0, .,
there exist non-negative constant c and non-negative s(U) such that
DF( U) (c D U)s( U)

D=(O, O,

for

P(m)

Ue
(U e R, DU g c},
m=l
where m= 1, 2, ., M and p= 1, 2, ., P(m).
We consider the following difference scheme to (1) and (2) under
the Hypothesis,
1 (U+,_U,O_ 1
T[TU,+F(U,O
t
(3)
(x) A
-S(U,O(U+,- U,O
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(4)
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U’=(JAx).

Here U,- U(iAt, ]fix,]dx, ...,]Ax) for n-tuple of integers (y’,
., ]) and for a non-negative integer i, At and Ax are the mesh sizes of
and x directions respectively, T is an operator replacing ] by ]+ 1, i.e.,
]_Ax, (] + 1)Ax, ]+Ax,
]Ax)-- U
T U,= U(iAt, ]Ax, ]Ax,
and

...,

...,

,

S(U)
S(U)-

0

S.(U)
0

and S(U) is a q-th order

S(U)
P(m)

diagonal matrix with its same elements

Then we have,
Theorem. Consider the

(P.).

If

he

se
M

s(U).

difference scheme (3) and (4)to (1)and

t’ (m)

e RN;D<__C} is compact,
m=l p=l

then it

follows for any i and J,
M
U,e
{U,zeR ,DU,zC},
m=l p=l

...,

where 0 <.

-max (5, 5,
(Ax)
2n
Proof. It is sufficient to prove DoIT,_o c,o oranymo(lgmogM)
and any po(lEpogP(mo)). From (3), it follows that
U+,-P(U,)+AtF(U,)-AtS(U,)(U+,-U,)
(5)
whereP(U,) I+ At A TT U
ultiplying (g) by D,
(Az)
we have
D. U*,-P(DU,) + AtD. N(U,) AtD. S(U,)(U*,- U,)
and because of (i) o Hypothesis,
,o U,)
At(c DU, )So(
o
AtDS(U,)(U+ ,-- U, )
o ,) At(c
o U,)
U_
--p(Do
+
-DOT+’-o )So(

,

--At

P(mo)

so(U’Z(DU
PPo

Thus it results that

DoU’).
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Therefore, because of the arbitrariness of P0 and m0 and the assumption
of q), we obtain
from any m(l<_m<_M) and any p(l<_p<_P(m)). This completes the
proof of the theorem.
Application. Here we apply our difference scheme (3) and (4) to
three primary physical systems.
(1) Population dynamics system (N= 1)
Dtu= Ju + (1--u)u
u(0, x)- (x) with 0 <_ (x)_< 1.
Then
ui/I’J=P(u,) + At(1--u/,)u
(2) Super conductivity system (N=2)

,.

DtU--U+F(U)
U(0, x)

q(x)

with

where

1=< q(x) =< 1,

f(U)-(1-u-u)ul
f2( U) (1- u- u)u2.
Then

U+ ,-P3(U,z) + z]tF(U,Z) 2Jt(u + u)

,

(U + ,-- U,z).

(3) Antigen and antibody reaction system (N= 4)

DtU=AU+F(U)
U(0, x) (x) with (x) >__0,
where

f( U)

duut- d2uu

f2(U)
d3u2u +
A=
f3(V)- --d2ulu3 zc d3u2u,I
duu4- d3u2u]"
f4(U)
and d is all positive constant for i= 1, 2, 3.

d2ulu3

Then

U+,-P(U,O + zltF(U’O-AtS(U’O(U+"- U,O,
where S(U,O is a ourth diagonal matrix with its elements
81( U i’J) 82(U i’j) "--((dl + d3)u + d2u3) i’j
s(U,)- s4(Ui,)=((d + d2)u + daub) i’j.
Remark. Our scheme can be applied to the Dirichlet problem
the semilinear elliptic system which satisfies the Hypothesis.

o
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